Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 27

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. desperately anxious
2. hazardous
5. a talk giving information
8. particular
10. agreed upon by everyone
14. opposite of stingy
15. humorous
18. eager to know
21. genuine
22. representing an idea
23. Good health requires ___ food.
24. He wrote ___ poetry to his love.
25. past, present, ___
26. the position of the body

Down
1. tables and chairs, for example
3. solemn
4. a signed name
5. a body of officials who make laws
6. opposite of calm
7. immense
8. a carved or molded artwork
9. extremely unfortunate
11. based on the laws of science
12. break
13. envious
16. highly esteemed or cherished
17. eager to advance
18. the customs and traditions of a society
19. incredible
20. sudden, overwhelming terror